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persons that lived so much, later are disposed of. Tlie question
as to the identity of the fl Bne Aaron ** must therefore be
taken up anew, "but this I shall endeavour to do from an
entirely different angle.
3.
As neither the Geniza fragments published hitherto nor
any other Hebrew sources * could help us further in our search
for the " Bne Aaron " or their father, it is necessary to turn,
to contemporary Arab sources.
This requirement is all the more reasonable as applied to
Arab sources dealing with events that took place in Baghdad
and the eastern provinces of the * Abbasid Empire, particularly
in an age of such importance as that of the Gaonate.
Why should not persons like the " Bne Aaron " and " Bne
Netira "9 who are expressly stated to have had access to the
Court, have left some record of their names and activities in
the Arab chronicles of that period ? In effect, as we shall
see, the solution to our problem lies just here. The j?!2
(king) of Saadya's letter, who reigned at the time of these
" Bne Aaron" and " Bne Netira" and who maintained
relations with them, was no other than the Caliph al-
Huqtadir.
ISTow the Arab sources, with which we have been dealing
all along, embrace the reign of this sovereign; that they
tell of some influential Jews we have already seen. I now
wish to make the assertion that the two bankers and
Court-Jews, Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. AirtraTn, are
closely connected with the *e prominent members of the
Baghdad community ?5 of whom Saadya speaks; and more
1 It most be remarked that J. Mann, in his Texts and Studies^ p. 70,
does not offer any new opinion relative to the ** Bne Aaron " problem.
He only remarks on our Saadya letter : " Interesting is his promise to bis
correspondents in Egypt that their political requests -would be taken care of
in Baghdad by the Influential sons of Netira and of Aaron who would
intervene on their behalf at the seat of the government.** Cf., however, p, 78,
and now Taring Jerusalem, 1934, pp. 148 fF.

